Style Sheet: Washing Clothes (Eztras)

1. Always wash whites and darks separately to keep your white clothing bright white.

2. Look for Joshua Davis’ snapguide called “How to Hang a Sweater.” Your cotton knit tops need to be treated like sweaters. See: https://snapguide.com/guides/hang-a-sweater

3. Black cotton hoodies are available for small children — up to Men’s 3XXX (for warmth).

4. If a hoodie is large enough, it can survive the dryer. Dowse the size you will need if you want to dry your hoodie in the dryer (otherwise, you will need to air dry your hoodie). I do not worry about bumps in my hoodie shoulders. Even though the fabric is cotton, it does not stretch like a knit.

- **Silicone coin purse for storing/distributing quarters (use request form for quarters).**

- **String clothes line in corners of tennis courts (in sunlight)**

- **Black Beauty clothes racks are 63 inches high and 45 inches high.**

- The racks are easy to assemble, but you need to be careful not to lose the bolts and screws.

- **Non-infant children and adult clothes.**

- **Baby clothes including red pail with wet diaper bags.**

- **Wash cotton knits in a machine, but do not put knits in the dryer (they will shrink).**

- **To air dry cotton knit tops, fold the knit under the arm pits and drape the top over a plastic hanger to dry.**

- **Hang clean clothes on a wooden hanger in your section on the tall Black Beauty rack.**

- **Two cloth shopping bags for storage on plastic shelves will be assigned to each person. Store clean foldable clothing in your bag. Store shoes in XL Ziploc bags.**

- **Jumbo wire carts have been provided for moving laundry. If you need to move a pail of wet diaper bags and other items, use an “S” hook to attach the pail (S” hooks have been provided to attached mesh bags to dry dish scrubbers).**

- **Note: Do not move laundry in red wagons.**

- **Clothespin bags are a convenient location for storing clothes pins. The bag should stay on the line.**

- **Two types of plastic hangers are available for drying wet clothes. One of the plastic hanger types has a swivel head (for hanging something to dry on the back of a chair—or sideways on a rack).**

- **A blogger named Joshua Davis has created a snap guide that teaches how to fold a sweater over a hanger to avoid bumps.**